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(1) Tier 2 article - �eld level article reserved to authors of selected Tier 1 articles.

* Editorials for Research Topics with 5 to 10 published articles have a maximum of 1'000 words,

for Research Topics with more than 10 published articles the following applies: 1'100 words for

11 articles, 1'200 for 12 articles, 1'300 for 13 articles etc. up to maximum 5'000 words, for 50 or

more papers.

Appendices and footnotes will be considered in the total length and word count of the article.

2. Manuscript Guidelines

2.1. Open access and copyright

All Frontiers articles from July 2012 onwards are published with open access under the CC-BY

Creative Commons attribution license (the current version is CC-BY, version 4.0

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)).

This means that the author(s) retain copyright, but the content is free to download, distribute

and adapt for commercial or non-commercial purposes, given appropriate attribution to the

original article.

Upon submission, author(s) grant Frontiers an exclusive license to publish, including to

display, store, copy and reuse the content. The CC-BY Creative Commons attribution license

enables anyone to use the publication freely, given appropriate attribution to the author(s) and

citing Frontiers as the original publisher. The CC-BY Creative Commons attribution license

does not apply to third-party materials that display a copyright notice to prohibit copying.

Unless the third-party content is also subject to a CC-BY Creative Commons attribution

license, or an equally permissive license, the author(s) must comply with any third-party

copyright notices.

Preprint Policy

Frontiers’ supportive preprint policy encourages full open access at all stages of a research

paper, to share and generate the knowledge researchers need to support their work. Authors

publishing in Frontiers journals may share their work ahead of submission to a peer-reviewed

journal, as well as during the Frontiers review process, on repositories or pre-print servers

(such as ArXiv, PeerJ Preprints, OSF and others), provided that the server imposes no 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Copyright

Describes the rights related to the publication and distribution of research. It governs how authors (as well as their employers or

funders), publishers and the wider general public can use, publish and distribute articles or books.

Journal author rights
In order for Elsevier to publish and disseminate research articles, we need publishing rights. This is determined by a publishing

agreement between the author and Elsevier. This agreement deals with the transfer or license of the copyright to Elsevier and

authors retain signi�cant rights to use and share their own published articles. Elsevier supports the need for authors to share,

disseminate and maximize the impact of their research and these rights, in Elsevier proprietary journals* are de�ned below:

For subscription articles For open access articles

Authors transfer copyright to the publisher as part of a journal

publishing agreement, but have the right to:

Authors sign an exclusive license agreement, where authors

have copyright but license exclusive rights in their article to the

publisher**. In this case authors have the right to:

*Please note that society or third party owned journals may have di�erent publishing agreements. Please see the journal's guide

for authors for journal speci�c copyright information.

**This includes the right for the publisher to make and authorize commercial use

(https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/copyright#CU), please see "Rights granted to Elsevier

(https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/copyright#Elsevier%20rights)"  for more details.

Help and Support

Home (https://www.else… ▻ About (https://www.el… ▻ Policies (https://www.… ▻ Copyright (https://ww…

Share their article for Personal Use

(https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/copyright�person

aluse), Internal Institutional Use

(https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/copyright�intern

aluse) and Scholarly Sharing

(https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/sharing)

purposes, with a DOI link to the version of record on

ScienceDirect (and with the Creative Commons CC-BY-

NC- ND license for author manuscript versions)

•

Retain patent, trademark and other intellectual property

rights (including research data).

•

Proper attribution and credit for the published work.•

Share their article in the same ways permitted to third

parties under the relevant user license (together with

Personal Use

(https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/copyright�persona

luse) rights) so long as it contains a CrossMark logo

(https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/crossmark), the

end user license

(https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/open-access-

licenses), and a DOI link to the version of record on

ScienceDirect.

•

Retain patent, trademark and other intellectual property

rights (including research data).

•

Proper attribution and credit for the published work.•

Download a sample publishing agreement for subscription articles in ↓ English and ↓ French.•

  (https://www.elsevier.com)  (https://checkout.elsevier.com/cart)
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https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/crossmark
https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/open-access-licenses
https://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/727600/JPA.pdf
https://www.elsevier.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/98620/Sample-P-copyright-French-2.pdf
https://www.elsevier.com/
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Open access

How copyright works with open access licenses

For Elsevier proprietary journals the following steps apply:

Quick de�nitions

Personal use

Authors can use their articles, in full or in part, for a wide range of scholarly, non-commercial purposes as outlined below:

These rights apply for all Elsevier authors who publish their article as either a subscription article or an open access article. In all

cases we require that all Elsevier authors always include a full acknowledgement and, if appropriate, a link to the �nal published

version hosted on Science Direct.

Commercial use

This is de�ned as the use or posting of articles:

Authors sign a publishing agreement where they will have copyright but grant broad publishing and distribution

rights to the publisher, including the right to publish the article on Elsevier's online platforms.

1

The author chooses an end user license (https://www.elsevier.com/about/policies/open-access-licenses) under which

readers can use and share the article.

2

The publisher makes the article available online with the author's choice of end user license.3

Use by an author in the author’s classroom teaching (including distribution of copies, paper or electronic)•

Distribution of copies (including through e-mail) to known research colleagues for their personal use (but not for Commercial

Use)

•

Inclusion in a thesis or dissertation (provided that this is not to be published commercially)•

Use in a subsequent compilation of the author’s works•

Extending the Article to book-length form•

Preparation of other derivative works (but not for Commercial Use)•

Otherwise using or re-using portions or excerpts in other works•

For commercial gain without a formal agreement with the publisher.•

For example by associating advertising with the full-text of the article, by providing hosting services to other repositories or to

other organizations (including where an otherwise non-commercial site or repository provides a service to other

•

  (https://www.elsevier.com)  (https://checkout.elsevier.com/cart)
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